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If you’re ot tryi g to heat, the  you're ot tryi g to i , pro lai ed Joe Montana 

(one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time) during an interview with NBC Sports.  This quote 

can be related to all sports, where every athlete tries their hardest to succeed.  In professional 

sports, players look for every competitive advantage they can find to help them achieve 

greatness.  Often described as a game of cheating, throughout the history of the sport, baseball 

has always been plagued with scandals.  In the early 1900s, the era of gambling had its foothold 

in baseball, most notably with the Chicago Black Sox.  The Black Sox Scandal was a Major League 

Baseball match fixing incident in which eight members of the Chicago White Sox were accused of 

throwing the 1919 World Series against the Cincinnati Reds in exchange for money from 

gamblers.  Advance to the late 1990s, and the MLB was defined by the steroid era.  A period 

when many ball players used steroids to elevate their game.  Even though the league has been 

cracking down hard on steroid use in the wake of this era, steroid and other Performance 

Enchaining Drug is still a common occurrence.  The steroid era might be over in baseball, but 

pervasive cheating will be around as long as pi e tar a d the rosi  ag  (Nightengale par.3).  In 

agree e ith a y of the sport’s top a alysts a d resear hers, Major League Baseball needs to 

adopt a stricter policy on the use of Performance Enhancing Drugs to rid A eri a’s pastime of 

this cheating habit.    
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Baseball has been my passion ever since I was a child.  I started playing the game when I 

was in kindergarten and have followed it ever since.   Always being the smallest kids on the field I 

understand the desire of wanting to find ways that you can gain an advantage over people who 

were much more imposing than I was.  However, the use of PEDs are a disgrace to the game 

because not only do they compromise the way the game ever since its creation in 1839, they 

taint the promising careers of many of the ga e’s young superstars.   

There are several types of PEDs that athletes use, including, anabolic steroids, stimulants, 

and human growth hormones.  Each one of these substances offers variance benefits to the 

user.  Anabolic steroids can be either natural or synthetically created and they help build muscle 

mass which allows athletes to train harder and recover quickly from strenuous 

workouts.  Athletes take stimulants to increase their alertness and decrease their appetites; this 

is because these sti ula ts affe t the ody’s e tral er ous syste .  Human Growth 

Hormone(HGH) is taken to increase the endurance and strength of athletes.      

Steroids and other PEDs were heavily used in the 80s, 90s, and early 2000s by players in 

effort to improve their game.  MLB’s Co issio er, Bud Selig, ade a huge effort i  the early 

s to lea  up the ga e .  From one of his interviews in 2005: 

I  , I promulgated the first-ever comprehensive drug testing policy for minor 

league baseball. In the first year of testing under that policy, the positive rate in the 

minor leagues was approximately 11 percent. Confronted with this high rate, we 

responded with more testing and tougher discipline. In each subsequent year, that 

positive rate has decreased and the overall decrease has been dramatic. The rate was 4.8 

percent in 2002, 4 percent in 2003 and just 1.7 percent in 2004. As we embark on the 
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2005 season, baseball has committed even more resources to the eradication of steroid 

use in the minor leagues. We will do more testing, expanding the program into the 

Venezuelan Summer League, and will continue to discipline violators in a manner that our 

medical advisers belie e ill eradi ate steroid use.  (Selig par.3) 

By further researching on the Gale Database I was able to find other articles related to this 

pressing issues.  One of these articles was called "Commentary: Steroid use in baseball."  One 

very interesting thing i  this arti le as this state e t that the author ade, It all see ed so 

much the case with drugs a hundred years later. Everybody was sure something was up, but out 

of some misguided loyalty to the group, the clean players didn't protest and the public just 

turned its head  (Edwards par.2).  Today it seems as if we've become more programmed to 

accept cheating in sports since we grow up blithely tolerating such utter corruption and 

hypocrisy in the college athletics we love.  

Testing has been largely ineffective because players can hide their use of steroids 

through masking agents or by taking lower doses.  Related problems are occurring in the 

National Football League with players taking human growth hormones that can only be detected 

in blood tests, not in the urine samples used by MLB.  Insulin-like growth factors, another muscle 

builder, is undetectable to these tests.  NFL players are able to circumvent tests by combining 

growth hormone with a small amount of testosterone.  Per an article from the New York Post, an 

MLB researcher claimed, it's easy, to use testosterone without being caught. Take it before you 

go to sleep, and by the time you get to the ballpark the next day, your testosterone level is too 

lo  to register a lip o  the drug s ree .  Not all sport leagues test for these substances, such 

as the NHL (National Hockey League).  In a Sports illustrated piece, Tom Verducci writes about 
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the road of four baseball players who were drafted by the Minnesota Twins during the early 

2000s.  All four players were pitchers who were tall but thin and who didn't quite have enough 

arm power to be successful in the big leagues.  All four players spent much of their careers in 

triple-A (the step below the majors). However, one of them began using steroids, and within four 

years, added fifty pounds and 10 mph onto his fastball.  Verducci discusses how the three 

unsuccessful players felt anger towards the cheater, because even though they were among the 

hardest workers on the team they were cut unlike the other.  One of the players said that he was 

gi e  opportu ity to egi  jui i g  ut said that he ould feel guilt a d sha e if the o ly 

reason why he was successful was because he cheated.      

Since the turn of the century, steroid scandals have plagued the careers of many of the 

sport's biggest stars.  Among these high-profile scandals are the Mitchell Report and Biogenesis 

which took down players such as Roger Clemens, Barry Bonds, and Alex Rodriguez.   

-Clemens was one of, if not the best pitcher if the majors during his 24-year career 

which spanned from 1984 to 2007.  During his career, he compiled a 354-184 

record, a 3.12 era, and 4672 strikeouts to go along with seven Cy Young awards, 11 

all-star selections, and two world series championships.  However, in 2007, 

Clemens was alleged by the Mitchell Report to have used anabolic steroids during 

the latter half of his career, mainly based off the testimony given by his former 

trainer Brian McNamee.   

-Likewise, Barry Bonds was a record-setting Major League Baseball player whose 

accomplishments were tainted by allegations of performance-enhancing drugs.  He 

made history by setting the single-season and career records for home runs, 
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though he was accused of using performance-enhancing drugs. Bonds was 

convicted of lying to a federal grand jury during the notorious BALCO investigation, 

but the conviction was overturned in 2015.   

-Alex Rodriguez won three MVP awards and hit nearly 700 home runs over his 22-

year career, but saw his reputation tainted through his link to performance-

enhancing drugs. Rodriguez was labeled by many scouts as the greatest talent they 

will ever see.  However, Rodriguez lived through a controversial career.  In 2000 he 

signed the largest deal in MLB history and though he was a great player, he was 

never worth $250 million.  Traded to the Yankees in 2004, Rodriguez basked in the 

celebrity lifestyle that accompanied the stars of New York.  During an interview 

with 60 Minutes he admitted to taking steroids and ever since he has become the 

poster boy of the steroid era in baseball.             

In the aftermath of the Biogenesis scandal that took down Alex Rodriguez and many 

other players, the MLB tightened on their drug policy.   It was believed to be the most 

comprehensive drug testing policy in American sports history by Commissioner Bud Selig and 

would detect anyone who violates the drug agreement.  The Major-League Players Association 

also agreed to increase the first-time penalties to 80 games, up from 50 games.  If a player was 

caught a second time, he will miss 162 games and lose his entire pay.  On an ensuing third time 

offense, the player would be banned from baseball.  To enforce these new agreements, the 

league will start using tests that can detect anyone who uses performance enhancing drugs 

within a two-week window instead of only being able to detect within a 24-hour period.  In the 
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new policy, they will also test players more frequently instead twice, how they did under the old 

policy.  

To further rid the use of performance enhancing drugs the MLB needs to test players 

even more frequently as well as impose stricter fines.  The NFL conducts around 12,000 tests a 

season, which includes testing ten randomly selected players from each team every week.  The 

MLB should test players on a strict schedule like how the NFL does.  By pairing this weekly test 

schedule with the new urine tests that detect PED usage for a two-week period, it would be 

virtually impossible to get away with this form of cheating.  In addition, a harsher penalty, such 

as a season long suspension for the first offense, would be another deterrent for players who are 

considering using these banned substances. 

Although the steroid era provided baseball with some of the most excitement its ever 

seen, the fact that players cheated to succeed is disrespectful.  In multiple interviews of players, 

players ha e said that they’ e had the opportu ity to use these a ed su sta es, yet they 

did ’t e ause they felt it would be a dishonor to both them and to the other players in the 

league.  Its thinking like that that needs commonplace among all players.  From an early age, we 

are taught to live our life with integrity and honor; by cheating and cutting corners we lose both 

these aspects of our lives.  Therefore, it is crucial that the MLB takes further precautions to 

maintain the integrity of our national pastime. 
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